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Abstract. Active contours have been proven to be a powerful semiau-
tomatic image segmentation approach, that seems to cope with many
applications and different image modalities. However, they exhibit in-
herent drawbacks, including the sensibility to contour initialization due
to the limited capture range of image edges and problems with concave
boundary regions. The Gradient Vector Flow replaces the traditional
image force and provides an enlarged capture range as well as enhanced
concavity extraction capabilities, but it involves an expensive compu-
tational effort and considerably increased memory requirements at the
time of computation. In this paper, we present an enhancement of the ac-
tive contour model to facilitate semiautomatic contour detection in huge
images. We propose a tile-based image decomposition accompanying an
image force computation scheme on demand in order to minimize both
computational and memory requirements. We show an efficient imple-
mentation of this approach on the basis of general purpose GPU pro-
cessing providing for continuous active contour deformation without a
considerable delay.
Key words: Active Contours, Snakes, Gradient Vector Flow, Image
Segmentation, Tiling, GPGPU
1 INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation probably plays the key role in the field of image analysis
and computer vision. It aims for the identification of parts that correlate with
real world objects or to partition an image into meaningful regions that facilitate
further analyses. Segmentation techniques are widely used in different scientific
domains, covering medical imaging, video object tracking, object recognition in
traffic scenes, object location in satellite data, and many other applications.
In the past, due to the large shape variety, imaging methods providing images
of a different quality, and certain properties that are expected from the result,
no generally applicable method has emerged yet. However, active contours have
been proven to be a powerful semiautomatic image segmentation approach since
their introduction by Kass et al. in 1987 [1], that seems to cope with many appli-
cations and different image modalities, arising from their superior characteristics,
e.g. robustness against noise and tolerance to incomplete object boundaries.
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Though, a well-known shortcoming of the method is the limited attraction
range of the traditional image forces which requires an active contour to be ini-
tialized close to the final curve. Several attempts relax the sensitivity of contour
initialization, e.g. by multiscale Gaussian kernels [2], balloon forces [3] or a dif-
fusion of the gradient vectors, called Gradient Vector Flow [4] that additionally
facilitates the exploration of concave boundary regions.
A distinction is drawn between parametric [1, 5, 4] active contours, based on
parametrized curves that are expressed explicitly, and geometric active contours
[6, 7], based on curve evolution theory and level sets. It is easier to integrate
user-defined forces into the parametric model, but at the same time it is topo-
logically inflexible. The geometric model naturally handles topological changes,
but requires a considerably higher computational effort.
In this paper, we focus on the adaption of fast parametric active contours for
huge images. The paper is organized as follows. The fundamentals of the active
contour model are outlined in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we briefly recapitulate the idea
of the Gradient Vector Flow as an alternative image energy. Our contributions
comprise a tiling approach in combination with spatially constrained image force
computation on demand and its efficient GPU-based implementation, which is
described in Sect. 4. We demonstrate the efficiency of our method by giving
comparative results in Sect. 5 and finally conclude this paper in Sect. 6.
2 ACTIVE CONTOUR BASICS
Active contours are powerful semiautomatic image segmentation tools that help
to easily delineate complex object boundaries. They are often referred to as
snakes, because of their typical behaviour to smoothly move across the spatial
domain of an input image, which can be interpreted as the visual feedback of an
iterative energy minimization.
2.1 Model Definition
In the original publication [1] snakes are modelled as parametric unit speed
curves ~v(s) = (x(s), y(s)) that are defined on the spatial domain of a given
image I. A non-trivial energy functional has to be minimized in order to drive
the snake towards salient features of interest, e.g. image edges or lines. The total
energy term E(~v) = Eint(~v) + Eimg(~v) + Econ(~v) that is assigned to a snake
consists of several partial energies that are briefly described as follows.
The internal energy term Eint is traditionally defined as:
Eint(~v) =
1∫
0
1
2
(
α(s)
∣∣∣∣∂~v∂s
∣∣∣∣2 + β(s) ∣∣∣∣∂2~v∂s2
∣∣∣∣2
)
ds (1)
where α(s) ≥ 0 and β(s) ≥ 0 are weighting functions that are generally kept
constant in practice for reasons of simplicity. Minimizing Eint, i.e. first and second
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order derivatives, means to reduce the snake’s length and curvature and therefore
to counteract its stretching and bending behavior in order to obtain preferably
smooth contours. In other words, α and β are parameters that allow for user
control of tension and rigidity. Choosing α > 0 equalizes the point distribution
of the model which is usually desired.
The connection to the underlying data arises from the definition of the image
energy Eimg =
∫
P (~v)ds, which can usually be found in the literature as the
integral of some scalar potential field P that holds small values in the vicinity
of features of interest in the original image and larger values elsewhere. Keeping
this in mind, the following typical gradient-based potential field specification for
the designation of salient image edges can be devised:
P (x, y) = −κ|∇(Gσ(x, y) ∗ I(x, y))|2 (2)
where ∇ is the gradient operator and κ ≥ 0 is a global weighting parameter.
Gσ is a two-dimensional Gaussian filter with the standard deviation σ, which is
recommended to be applied on the input image in order to extend the attraction
range of the image edges. Further proposals for the definition of the potential field
that allow for the localization of alternative image features can be found in [1, 4].
In spite of approaches that apply active contours for color image segmentation
[8], we consider I to be a scalar valued grayscale image storing intensities for
each pixel as it should be the case for the majority of applications.
A priori knowledge can be incorporated into the algorithm by defining a
constraint energy Econ according to the user’s preference and intention. Kass et
al. proposed two types of additional user control in the form of specific points
that can be located somewhere on the image. These so-called springs and vol-
canos explicitly pull and push away an active contour and can therefore be used
to overcome local energy minima, which could potentially trap snakes other-
wise. Let ~ps and ~pv denote the user-defined positions of a spring and a volcano,
respectively. Then, appropriate energies can be chosen as follows:
Econ,s(~ps) = ωs(~vs − ~ps)2 (3)
Econ,v(~pv) =
1∫
0
ωv
1
(~v − ~pv)2 ds (4)
where ωs ≥ 0 and ωv ≥ 0 are weighting factors controlling the strength of springs
and volcanos, respectively. Values of Econ,v are clamped if |~v − ~pv| → 0 because
of numerical instability.
Note, that a spring attracts only one certain point ~vs of the snake1, while
a volcano acts on the whole snake2. In fact, this is intentional and the snake’s
resulting behavior rather intuitive. The farther a snake point, the stronger will
be the spring force. If all the points of a snake would be attracted, the entire
1 The closest point to the spring is normally used for ~vs.
2 In practice, only a vicinity around the closest point to the volcano is considered, for
reasons of efficiency.
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snake would converge to the spring position and possibly collapse to one point.
Bending penalizing internal energy counteracts the emergence of unaesthetic
cusps near springs in this context. Econ,s and Econ,v and maybe more constraint
energies are finally accumulated to Econ, which is in combination with the image
energy often referred to as external energy Eext = Eimg + Econ.
In the following subsection, we will just briefly step through the derivation of
a solution for the energy minimization problem. For a more detailed description,
please confer to [1, 4].
2.2 Deriving a Solution
Using the calculus of variations, a curve that minimizes the energy functional
E(~v) has to satisfy the following Euler equation with ~vss = ∂
2~v
∂s2 and ~vssss =
∂4~v
∂s4 :
α~vss − β~vssss −∇Eext = ~0 (5)
which is often interpreted as force balance equation ~Fint + ~Fext = ~0. The active
contour comes to rest when the internal forces ~Fint and external forces ~Fext equi-
librate. In practice, we search for a discrete solution by spatially approximating
~v, e.g. with a polygon of n control points ~vi (i = 0, . . . , n − 1), and treating
the snake in turn as a discrete function of time. Finally, the following implicit
iterative rule can be derived:
~v(t+1) = (A+ γI)−1(γ~v(t) −∇Eext(~v(t))) (6)
where A ∈ Rn×n is a quadratic, pentadiagonal banded, positive definite matrix,
containing linear combinations of α and β, thus completely specifying the inter-
nal forces. γ is the discrete time step size, which is often interpreted as viscosity
parameter. ~v(t) and ~v(t+1) are the vectors of control points at time step t and
t+ 1, respectively.
The linear system of equations can be solved in O(n) due to the band struc-
ture of the underlying matrix using appropriate decompositions [9].
3 GRADIENT VECTOR FLOW
The gradient-based image energy decreases or even vanishes with increasing dis-
tance from the image edges as a result of the presence of generally more homo-
geneous regions. Hence, it is essential to place an initial contour within splitting
distance from the final curve in order to facilitate image forces to correctly affect
the direction of deformation. Otherwise, the potential risk of being trapped in a
(wrong) local minimum increases. Moreover, the snake would collapse within ho-
mogeneous cavities, because the internal energy encourages shrinking in absence
of any contrary forces, unless the snake is initialized on the outside of the final
curve. Furthermore, using the classic model problems may occur in exploring
concave boundary regions in consequence of missing force components pointing
into these cavities.
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Xu et al. addressed this problem [4, 10] and proposed an alternative formula-
tion of the image energy. The authors define an Edge Map f(x, y) that is derived
from the image I(x, y) providing large values near features of interest, and thus
propose to set:
f(x, y) = −P (x, y) (7)
The key idea is to enlarge the attraction range of image edges by creating a
vector field, that maintains the traditional image force in regions with high |∇f |
and propagates this edge information smoothly into contiguous homogeneous
areas of the image. Hence, the gradient vector flow (GVF) is defined as vector
field ~g(x, y) = (u(x, y), v(x, y)) that minimizes the following energy functional:∫∫
µ(u2x + u
2
y + v
2
x + v
2
y) + |∇f |2|~g −∇f |2dx dy → min (8)
which can be solved iteratively using the calculus of variations again [4]. The
parameter µ ≥ 0 trades the two summands off against each other and should
reflect the amount of image noise. Inspired by the GVF implementation provided
in [11], algorithm 1 can be denoted. Note, that f, b,~c and ~gi are two-dimensional
scalar or vector fields, where the dependence on (x, y) was left out for clarity
reasons and ∇2 denotes the Laplacian operator.
In the subsequent section, we describe how the active contour algorithm
benefits from a GPU based implementation of the traditional as well as the
gradient vector flow image forces.
4 LEVERAGING GPU POWER FOR TILE-BASED
ACTIVE CONTOUR SEGMENTATION
Basically, the image forces need to be computed only once for the entire image as
it does not change over time3. Hence, the image force ~Fimg(x, y) at the location of
every control point of the snake ~v(s) = (x, y) at any time of the deformation can
be determined by a simple lookup. Moreover, several contours within the same
image can be delineated subsequently using the precomputed image forces. In
contrast, the increasing level of detail as well as resolution of images in different
contemporary scientific domains accompany image sizes being difficult to handle
by off-the-shelf hardware.
4.1 Memory Requirement
Particularly, the GVF is computationally expensive in comparison to the tra-
ditional image forces. In principle, the GVF computation can be sped up by
using extra memory and precomputing several intermediate results that can be
released afterwards, such as the fields b and ~c of the algorithm above, dimen-
sioned according to the image size. Further temporary fields for the simultaneous
3 In this paper we only consider fixed-images.
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Algorithm 1: GVF computation
Input : Edge Map f(x, y)
GVF iteration count k
Output: GVF ~gk(x, y)
~g0 = ∇f = (fx, fy)1:
b = 1− |∇f |22:
~c = |∇f |2 ∗ ∇f3:
for t = 1 to k do4:
~gt = b~gt−1 + µ∇2(~gt−1) + ~c5:
end6:
field base type bpp
I(x, y) 1× uchar 1
b(x, y) 1× float 4
~c(x, y) 2× float 8
~gt−1(x, y) 2× float 8
~gt(x, y) 2× float 8
total 29
Table 1. Memory effort at the
time of GVF computation in
bytes per pixel (bpp)
storage of ~gt−1 and ~gt are required as well, which are alternately used as source
and destination with respect to each iteration (algorithm 1, line 5).
In summary, at the time of computation the algorithm demands 29 bytes per
pixel (cf. Table 1). If we consider huge images involving sizes of several hundred
megapixels, as from histological serial cross-sections in embryological research,
the GVF computation easily reaches the limits of available main memory of a
standard desktop PC. In addition, the evaluation of the GVF as well as the
traditional image forces over the entire domain of such a big image would take
an unreasonable amount of time.
4.2 Tile-based Image Forces
However, the evaluation of image forces over the entire domain of an image gen-
erally is not mandatory at all. Given a reasonable initial guess of the target
curve, it is easy to comprehend that ideally the snake would move just straight
towards the edges of interest rather than across the whole image, i.e. in gen-
eral it would not encounter every single pixel. Instead, it would just require a
comparatively small subset of the theoretically available image forces.
Thus, we propose a simple tile-based strategy. According to an overlaid uni-
form grid, we decompose the input image into p × q tiles, each having n × n
pixels. The key idea is to dynamically compute the image forces of only those
tiles, that an active contour currently explores. To this end, we modify the snake
algorithm as follows. On the one hand, as soon as the snake enters a new grid
cell, the image forces for this cell are computed. For this purpose, the continuous
deformation, i.e. the iterative energy minimization, is temporarily paused. On
the other hand, when a snake leaves a grid cell completely, the memory for the
image forces will be released.
Considering almost convex contours, the memory as well as the computa-
tional complexity for the image forces could be estimated with O(mn2) rather
than O(m2n2) for the entire image, with m = max{p, q}. Hence, at first we
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greatly relax the predominant memory requirements for the storage of image
forces. And secondly, we gain a significant speedup for the initial computation4.
On the other hand, this approach requires quite a lot of bookkeeping. The
contour deformation has to be interrupted several times, whenever image forces
are missing. In this regard, we take advantage of graphics hardware to compen-
sate involved occasional delay effects, which is later described in detail. Moreover,
we have to keep track of the snake position relative to the elements of the grid.
To efficiently manage the tile-based image energy, each grid cell basically stores
the distance dist to the closest snake point in pixels5 and a bit mask containing
the following status flags:
– one have-bit indicating whether image forces have been already computed
for the current cell
– one need-bit indicating whether image forces need to be computed for the
current cell
– one list-bit indicating whether the index of the current cell is present in
a sorted list L, that is maintained to provide quick access to relevant cells
that either need or have image forces
At the very beginning of the energy minimization, the distances of the grid cells
are initialized with ∞ and L = ∅. The state of the cells must be updated before
every deformation step as depicted in algorithm 2.
Of course, one may argue that the algorithm seems to be slowed down, be-
cause the image forces are computed on demand during rather than before the
energy minimization procedure. Nevertheless, the overall performance gets basi-
cally improved as a result of the computation of only few grid cells that certainly
disproportionates to the effort for whole image.
4.3 Exceptional Cases
Opposing image force components in the vicinity of image edges in combina-
tion with inappropriate selected parameters can cause snakes to oscillate. In the
worst case, image forces of two adjacent grid cells have to be permanently deal-
located and recomputed if the active contour oscillates exactly between them.
We compensate this effect by defining a narrow border area border that serves
as buffer zone for a deferred deallocation. Thus, image forces of a certain cell
are not discarded immediately when the snake has left the cell. Instead, it has
to leave the border areas of neighboring cells as well (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, tile-based operations require special care considering issues at
pixels lying on the tile border. The image force includes the computation of the
image gradient, i.e. discrete partial derivatives, as well as repeated Laplacian
4 Initial computation means the effort for the image force computation of all the tiles
at once that an active contour explores immediately before the very first start of the
deformation, while the image force update during the algorithm normally requires
the computation just for single tiles.
5 We use the ∞-norm for performance reasons.
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Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for effi-
cient update of grid cell status before
every deformation step
Input : Sorted list L of relevant grid
cells
foreach grid cell C ∈ L do1:
C.need = false2:
C.dist = ∞3:
end4:
foreach snake control point ~vi do5:
Identify grid cell C containing ~vi6:
C.dist = 07:
C.need = true8:
if not C.list then9:
Insert C into L by binary search10:
C.list = true11:
end12:
foreach C′ ∈ N8(C) do13:
Update C′.dist regarding ~vi14:
end15:
end16:
foreach grid cell C ∈ L do17:
if C.need then18:
if not C.have then19:
Compute ~Fimg in C20:
C.have = true21:
end22:
else23:
if C.have then24:
Delete ~Fimg in C25:
C.have = false26:
end27:
Remove C from L28:
end29:
end30:
Algorithm 3: Pseudocode of tile-
based GVF image force computation
on GPU
Input : Tile array T of p× q textures
Grid cell oordinates (i, j)
Output : Image forces ~Fimg(i, j) =(
Fximg(i, j), F
y
img(i, j)
)T
Render 3× 3 tiles (Tij and its N8 tile1:
neighborhood) into offscreen buffer with
viewport size 2n× 2n centered at tile Tij
Use pixel buffer object to reinterpret2:
intensity frame buffer content as RGBA
and generate packed texture T ′ij of size
n
2 × 2n
Normalize tile intensities by histogram3:
stretching based on global intensity
minimum and maximum
Enhance tile contrast4:
Filter tile with 5× 5 Gaussian using5:
separated kernels
Compute Edge Map f(x, y)6:
Compute gradient of Edge Map7:
~g0 = ∇f = (fx, fy)
Precompute b = 1− |∇f |28:
Precompute ~c = |∇f |2 ∗ ∇f9:
for t = 1 to k do10:
Update GVF ~gt = (g
x
t , g
y
t ) according11:
to algorithm 1, line 5 using ping pong
rendering and a special ”separated”
Laplace filter
end12:
Read back centered n× n pixel content of13:
frame buffers containing gxk and g
y
k into
allocated main memory for the storage of
Fximg(i, j) and F
y
img(i, j)
filtering (algorithm 1, line 5). Treating the tiles independently of each other
would introduce artifacts due to boundary conditions. Particularly, the GVF
would generate discontinuities at the borders, because image edge information is
propagated into certain distance of actual edges. Thus, we accept little compu-
tation overhead and do not treat each tile autonomously. Instead, we consult the
adjoining cells to enlarge the image force computation area in order to prevent
border error propagation into the real tile area (Fig. 2).
4.4 GPU Assistance
The tile size n×n as well as the kind of implementation have a great impact on
the performance of the image force computation. On the one hand, choosing n
too big would lead to memory wasting and an enormous computational effort for
the initial computation as well as for image force updates. On the other hand, n
cannot be chosen infinitesimal small due to permanent reallocation and recom-
putation of image forces and the associated overhead (cf. preceding subsection).
In regard to a texture-based implementation on graphics hardware for both
visualization and image force computation we set n = 256, which offers a rea-
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sonable trade-off between memory consumption and computation overhead6. An
image is divided into p×q tiles, which are directly stored as mipmapped textures
on graphics memory. Hence, no main memory is used for visualization purposes.
Incomplete border tiles are padded with background pixels.
Huge images of histological cross-sections often suffer from visual artifacts
und thus are strongly recommended to be preprocessed by different image filters
to improve semiautomatic contour detection [12]. If we would design a memory-
saving software-based implementation, the visualization of the filtered rather
than the original image should be preferred. Otherwise, the main memory con-
sumption would double, because the preprocessed image would be required in
any case as it is the basis for the image force computation. However, it is difficult
or ambiguous to precisely rate the quality of the detected contour on a usually
lowpass-filtered image due to the lack of visual reference to the original image.
Thus, we show the unmodified input image to facilitate visual validation of
the snake alignment with respect to the detailed image edges. As a nice side
effect, our hardware-oriented implementation benefits from the tiling approach
as it is not exposed to texture size constraints of underlying graphics hardware,
and thus provides realtime visual interaction as well as fast pinpoint naviga-
tion capabilities. Moreover, we perform basic image processing together with
subsequent image force computation on demand on the basis of programmable
shaders on the GPU without observing a serious delay. The image force field
is finally read back into main memory to serve as look-up table for continuing
snake deformation that is efficiently realized in software [9].
In the following subsection, we highlight some details concerning an imple-
mentation using OpenGL.
4.5 Implementation Issues
We propose Algorithm 3 to compute GVF image forces from original image
tiles stored as grayscale textures on graphics memory, which is exemplarily il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. We implemented the algorithm based on several fragment
shader programs that are conceptually designed to be as simple and efficient as
possible. We perform GPU computations offscreen as there is no need for visu-
alization. To this end, we start with a 3 × 3 tile assembly using a frame buffer
object (FBOa). We take advantage of SIMD7 capabilities of the GPU, i.e. to
perform RGBA operations per fragment simultaneously for each channel. Thus,
we combine four subsequent intensity values to one RGBA quadruple. With the
aid of a pixel buffer object (PBO) the internalformat of the FBOa content can
be reinterpreted without an expensive bus transfer.
Another frame buffer object (FBOb) contains eight render targets. All these
attached textures have the size n2 ×2n and internal float format GL RGBA32F ARB,
6 Regarding image force computation and boundary error discussion, we enlarge the
region of a tile by n
2
= 128 pixels in each direction to preserve fast power-of-two
texture processing.
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to avoid clamping and rounding. The minification and magnification filters are
set to GL NEAREST to prevent from distortion due to interpolation. Rendering has
to be set up adequately to ensure pixel-to-texel correspondancy. One of those
textures serves as destination for the packed RGBA tile.
We need several render targets to store intermediate results and to adopt
so-called ping pong rendering, i.e. alternately use two buffers as source and
destination and vice versa. Note, that it is not possible to attach textures with
different sizes or formats as render targets to one FBO. Therefore, at least two
different offscreen buffers are required, one for the assembled intensity content
(FBOa) and one for the packed RGBA content (FBOb).
5 RESULTS
Our algorithm was successfully applied for the semiautomatic extraction of con-
tours in several real images from histological cross-sections of the University of
Go¨ttingen8, Germany, having resolutions of up to 200 megapixels9. Note, that it
would not be possible to use the active contour algorithm and GVF image forces
without the proposed tiling approach for those images as a consequence of the
excessive main memory requirement (cf. Table 1) for the GVF computation of
entire image area.
We have implemented the tiling approach CPU based with and without SSE
support as well as GPU based. Table 2 shows the mean computation times for
the image force per tile.
Table 2. Times in ms for different implementations: CPU based without (CPU ) and
with SSE (CPU∗) support as well as GPU based (GPU ). Times were measured for
different tile sizes n for both the GVF (k = 30) and the traditional image force com-
putation. The last column indicates the speedup factor of the GPU compared to the
CPU based implementation.
Fimg n CPU CPU
∗ GPU speedup
GVF image forces 512 800.2 347.3 59.0 13.6
GVF image forces 256 241.3 99.2 16.1 15.0
GVF image forces 128 87.0 36.2 6.8 12.8
Traditional image forces 512 66.8 30.2 12.1 5.5
Traditional image forces 256 17.4 8.0 3.0 5.9
Traditional image forces 128 4.7 2.1 1.3 3.7
8 Department of Anatomy and Embryology
9 All results were achieved on an Intel Core2 Quadcore Q6600 2.4GHz processor with
3GB RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX.
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6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a method to facilitate semiautomatic contour extrac-
tion on the basis of active contours in particular for huge images. It was shown,
how a tiling approach enhances the snakes algorithm in different ways.
Both memory and computational effort could be significantly reduced as a
result of local image force computations on demand, instead of a global precom-
putation upon the entire image domain. This approach made it possible to use
expensive GVF image forces for contour detection in particularly big images,
which most likely would fail otherwise due to limited main memory. Moreover,
we demonstrated how programmable graphics hardware can be leveraged to fur-
ther speedup the computation on demand in order to minimize the collateral
delay effects during the snake deformation, and to compensate a necessary com-
putation overhead. Finally, the decomposition of the input image into small tiles
allows for a fast hardware based visualization by avoiding problems associated
with texture size constraints.
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Fig. 1. Deferred image force deletion
scheme. The images show the closeup
view of 3 × 3 tiles, where d denotes
the distance dist to the closest snake
point. Image forces are present in the
green highlighted tiles having dark
green borders that designate the buffer
zones. Left: Image forces are computed
in each tile that the orange snake cap-
tures. Right: In the subsequent defor-
mation step the image forces can be
deleted in the upper middle tile while
they are kept in the upper right one,
because the snake remains within the
buffer zone (border=1) of the tile be-
low.
Fig. 2. Enlarged image force compu-
tation area. To avoid problems at tile
boundaries, the image forces for a cer-
tain tile (dark green) are computed on
the basis of an area (light green) that is
enlarged by at least k pixels in every di-
rection with respect the GVF iteration
count k.
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Fig. 3. Pipeline for image force compu-
tation on GPU (cf. algorithm 3). The
two bottom tiles show the x (left) and
the y component (right) of the final
GVF field with highlighted central area
that corresponds to the actual tile.
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